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Characterizing user pair relationships is important for applications such as friend recommendation and 
interest targeting in online social networks (OSNs). Due to the large scale nature of such networks, it is 
infeasible to enumerate all user pairs and so sampling is used. In this talk, we show that it is a great 
challenge even for OSN service providers to characterize user pair relationships even when they posses the 
complete graph topology. The reason is that when sampling techniques (i.e., uniform vertex sampling (UVS) 
and random walk (RW)) are naively applied, they can introduce large biases, in particular, for estimating 
similarity distribution of user pairs with constraints such as existence of mutual neighbors, which is important 
f li ti h id tif i t k h hil E ti ti t ti ti f i i h ll ifor applications such as identifying network homophily. Estimating statistics of user pairs is more challenging 
in the absence of the complete topology information, since an unbiased sampling technique such as UVS is 
usually not allowed, and exploring the OSN graph topology is expensive. To address these challenges, we 
present asymptotically unbiased sampling methods to characterize user pair properties based on UVS and 
RW techniq es respecti elRW techniques respectively. 
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